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ABSTRACT
 

The INSPIRE workflow for existing datasets

When data enters the system it is integrated either automa-
tically or manually after initial metadata checks. Upon 
ingestion a repository ID is assigned and the ORCID ID is 
associated. At that moment the metadata is updated the 
record is complete (standalone data). If the data is supple-
mentary then a connection must be established with the 
publication accompanying the data.

The INSPIRE workflow for new datasets

As soon as the data is generated and submitted to INSPIRE 
the metadata production is launched. DataCite provides 
the DOI and the ORCID ID is also associated. This is 
followed by a repository ID at the time of ingestion and 
before the record is considered to be complete everything 
has to be updated, indexed and archived. Finally, the data is 
either linked to a publication or is standalone.

FUTURE WORK
 

Currently, we submit: data from a data repository (manual integration), unpublished data (manual integration), external database/ 
home page (automated harvesting), external database/ home page (manual integration), other “special cases” and also built it are 
additional  functions: updating data records. New features: standalone data, code/ software, internal material (e.g. Twiki pages) and 
development of data submission forms. Main concerns: certain recommended/ optional metadata (e.g. description) are needed for 
context purposes,  versioning/updates = PID versioning, data collection search terms, incentives for citing data and use of citation 
recommendations and finally, mandatory metadata means mandatory!
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Within the ODIN project one disciplinary Proof of Concept is provided by the Open 
Access group at CERN. 
 

In practice, the study focuses on the digital library INSPIRE, which serves the HEP 
community around the globe. As part of this, INSPIRE’s data submission workflows 
were initially charted based on the OAIS model to be compared with similar 
workflows from other disciplines. It is discussed in this poster.


